CHAPTEK X,
THE CAPTURE OF BAGHDAD AND THE CONSOLIDATION
OF THE POSITION THERE.
The halt at Aziziyeh—General Maude is informed that he is to
exploit his success—Baghdad becomes the objective of the campaign—
Russian co-operation—The advance—Fighting at the Diyala and on
the right bank of the Tigris—The capture of Baghdad—Measures for
consolidating the position—The Russian failure—Operations ijj March
and April—Turkish project for a counter offensive in the Autumn—
The situation in Mesopotamia in the summer of 1917—The situation
in Mesopotamia in the autumn of 1917—The operations at RamadI
in September—The offensive in Palestine diverts Turkish reserves
from Baghdad—The death of General Maude—The courses open to
General Marshall, his successor— Local offensives carried out in the
spring and early summer of 1918—The situation in the Caucasus—
"Dunster force"—Th« Turkish advance from Tabriz—The renewal
of General Alknby's offensive in Palestine and its effect in Persia—
Genaral Marshall's advance on the Tigris—The defeat of the remnants
of the Turkish Sixth Array—The declaration of an armistice with
Turkey—British troops enter Mosul—The and of the Campaign.
On the 24th February, the day of the enemy's retirement
from Sannaiyat, General Maude telegraphed to the Chief of
the Imperial General Staff, using almost the exact words used
by General Fixon in 1915. He said, " Boad to Baghdad seems
" quite open.,." and asked for instructions for his future
action.
At this time, British policy was—as had be$i stated in
September, 1916—"To establish British influence in the
"Baghdad vilayet." In defeating the Turkish army on the
Tigris and in advancing into the Baghdad vilayet as far as
Aziziyeh, General Maude had certainly established British
influence; now? was he to exploit his success to its obvious
conclusion—the capture of Baghdad ?
His army was quite capable of advancing; his troops were
fit; Ms administration was in a thoroughly sound state. On
the other hand, had the general politico-strategical situation
changed so much that the opinions which in the past had
been so definitely expressed by the General Staff—that the
occupation of Baghdad would have no effect upon the war,
and that it would result in our general strategic position
being weakened rather than strengthened—could justly be
entirely reversed?

